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Helium is the only 
substance that remains 

liquid down to T=0

- Large zero-point motion
- Weak atom-atom attraction

Superfluid phase transition
4He Tλ = 2.2 K
3He Tλ = 3 mK

1960ʼs: is it possible to 
observe superfluidity in 

finite systems?



4He droplets
T ≈ 0.36K

(superfluid)
3He droplets

T ≈ 0.10K
(normal fluid)

OCS 
molecules 
rotate 
“freely” 
inside 4He 
droplets
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Atoms in the beam have
a sharp velocity Δv/v≈2%

De Broglie wavelength
λ=h/(Nmv)
Typical value 0.1/N Å 
Diffraction peaks
θ≈λ/d

(W. Schöllkopf, J.P. Toennies, Science 266, 1345, 1994)

Size distribution in the jet: log-normal distribution
Typical average size: a few thousand atoms

Detection of small droplets
(up to ≈ 40 amu)
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He-He interaction

Lowest excited state 
≈ 20 eV ≈ 2.3 105 K

Structureless 
- bosons (4He)
- fermions (3He)

1K ≈ 0.9 meV, 1Å =105 fm



Calculating dimers:
 4He2  ≈ 1.3 mK
  3He2    unbound
3He 4He   unbound

Diffraction experiment 4He2
bond length   
    52 ± 4Å

binding energy 
   1.1+0.3-0.2 mK

Minimum number 
of 3He atoms to form 
a self-bound system

Nuclear matter
E/N = -16 MeV

Deuteron
E/N = -1 MeV

4He liquid
E/N = -7.5 K
4He2 dimer

E/N = -0.6 mK

3He liquid
E/N= -2.5 K
3He2 dimer 
unbound



Theoretical methods to study Helium droplets
4HeN4  // 3HeN3 // 4HeN4-3HeN3

- Density functional theory 
      Phenomenological interaction

- Monte Carlo simulations
      Microscopic He-He interaction

Shell model techniques 
to describe certain properties 

of fermionic (3He) components

E =

�
dV ε(ρ4, ρ3)



Density functional 
magic numbers: (p+1)(p+2)(p+3)/3

N3=20  Unbound
N3=40  Bound

However: Uncertainties in DF
                + Pronounced minimum in Ecorr
Safe estimate: Nmin = 30

1. - Minimum number of 3He atoms 
to form a bound droplet

Uniform filling
approximation:

Nmin = 34

Configuration
interaction

(1f 2p shells)
DFT: φnl, εnl, Veff

Nmin = 29



Maximum spin in the open shell: 
below mid-shell: np/2
above midshell: nh/2

Diagonal M.E.

S=0, L=0 
repulsive
S=1, L odd
attractive
S=0, L even >0
very small

�
dr�ρ(r�)V (r− r�)

Zero range :V (r) = t0δ(r)

Finite range :

V (r) = 0 , r < h

= VHe−He(r) , r > h

Spin alignement 
due to short-

range repulsion 



lence atoms couple their spins to the maximum value al-
lowed by the Pauli principle. This is a surface effect—bulk
liquid 3He in its ground state is unpolarized—also found in
VMC calculations !23,24". The atoms in the inner, closed
shells, couple their spins so as to yield a paramagnetic, zero-
spin configuration.
In this work we address the shell structure of the fermi-

onic component in a cold, mixed helium droplet when the
number of 4He atoms N4 is much larger than the number of
3He atoms N3. The presence of

4He atoms produces two
effects. On the one hand, they provide an extra binding to the
3He system, which may be crucial to have bound small
mixed droplets, as shown by recent microscopic calculations
!25–27". On the other hand, they change the mean field
where 3He atoms move, drastically affecting the shell struc-
ture and magic numbers of the 3He component. To highlight
shell effects that otherwise will be smeared out, the more
interesting situation corresponds to fairly small N3 values.
As cases of study we consider two (N3 ,N4) systems fulfill-
ing these conditions, namely, the (50,300) and (288,1440)
droplets.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we present a

mean-field description of mixed helium droplets based on a
finite-range density-functional approach. In Sec. III we go
beyond the mean-field description taking into account the
mixing of configurations within a shell-model approach, and
a summary is presented in Sec. IV.

II. MEAN-FIELD DESCRIPTION

In this study we have employed the finite-range density
functional #FRDF$ of Ref. !28". This functional reproduces
the relevant thermodynamical properties of 4He and 3He
liquids at zero temperature, such as the equations of state and
the surface tension of the free surfaces, and properties of the
mixture such as maximum solubility of 3He into 4He, pres-
sure and concentration dependence of 3He effective mass,
excess volume coefficient, osmotic pressure, and surface ten-
sion of the mixture interface as a function of pressure.
For a given droplet we have solved self-consistently the

coupled integrodifferential equations arising from functional
differentiation of the density functional !28". The Euler-
Lagrange equation obeyed by the spherically symmetric 4He
particle density %4(r) can be written as
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where '4 is the
4He chemical potential. The 3He spherical

orbitals (nl(r) are solution of the Kohn-Sham-like #KS$
equations
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where )nl are the single-particle #SP$ energies, and n and l
are the radial and orbital angular-momentum quantum num-
bers, respectively. Within FRDF theory, the effective poten-
tials V4 and V3, and the effective mass m3* depend on the
atomic densities %4 and %3.
The key point for our discussion is that the resulting ef-

fective potential V3 is small and flat except for a very pro-
nounced pocket at the surface of the drop and, as a conse-
quence, the low-lying 3He SP states are localized at the
surface. This situation has been analyzed in detail for one
single 3He impurity in a 4He droplet !29–31". The surface
potential well arises from the balance between the atom-
atom interaction, which binds the 3He atom to the droplet,
and the excess of kinetic energy of one 3He atom with re-
spect to that of one 4He atom, which tends to push the 3He
atom off the droplet. This is the origin of the well-known
Andreev surface states.
It turns out that V3 has a fairly large number of bound SP

surface states, therefore a 3He layer can develop at the sur-
face of the 4He component, forming a quasi-two-
dimensional spherical shell. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 for
the two drops we have chosen as typical examples. In the
upper panels we have plotted the effective potentials V4 and
V3. All

3He atoms occupy surface states, and this is clearly
reflected in the %3 density as displayed in the lower panels of
the figure. We have found that this is always the pattern if N3
is small enough as compared with N4. The maximum num-
ber of 3He atoms which can be accommodated in a single
shell on the surface of a 4He drop can be roughly estimated
as 4*R2+r%3, where R%3N4

1/3 Å is the radius of the 4He
drop, +r%2 Å is the ‘‘diameter’’ of a 3He atom, and %3
%0.016 Å!3 is the bulk 3He density. The surface of the drop
can thus accommodate all the 3He atoms if the condition
N3,3.5N4

2/3 is fulfilled. It appears that only for rather small
N4 values,

3He has a sizable probability of being dissolved
in the bulk of the droplet. A discussion on how 3He dissolves
in 4He droplets can be found in Ref. !12".

FIG. 1. Effective SP potentials V4 and V3 #upper panels$ and
densities %4 and %3 #lower panels$ for the drops with N3#50, N4
#300 atoms #left side$ and N3#288, N4#1440 atoms #right side$.
The horizontal dashed and solid lines in the upper panels represent
the 3He and 4He chemical potentials, respectively.
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2. - Mixed 3He-4He droplets: 
density functional 

Magic numbers
2 (p+1)2, p=0, 1, ...

Levels:
1s2, 1p6, 1d10, 1f14, ...

Perturbative term

4He atoms: 
extra binding for 3He atoms



Configuration interaction (1g-1h shells)

Analogous to the 
case of pure 3He 

droplets

3He atoms in the 
open shell couple to 

maximum spin 



3. - Mixed 3He-4He droplets: diffusion Monte Carlo

f(R, t) = ΨT (R)Ψ(R, t)

f(R, t+∆t) =

�
dR� G(R,R�,∆t) f(R�, t)

Solve the Schrödinger equation in imaginary time

ΨT (R) = ΨBBΨBFΨFFDF ΨMN = Πi �=je
f(rij)

r�Y�,mSlater determinant Levels: 1s2, 1p6, 1d10, 1f14, ...

Consider levels: Smax , Lmax 

ri → ri +
�

j �=i

η(rij)(rj − ri)“Backflow” correlations
(to improve nodal surfaces)

Other Technicalities:
Fixed-node approximation



DMC
energies 
(in K)
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3He separation energies 
E(NB,NF-1)-E(NB,NF)
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An effective monopole Hamiltonian analysis

Hamiltonian: H=HmS + HM   HmS gives the average energy
of configurations at fixed number of 

particles and spin
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Simple interpretation of DMC 
energies in terms of HmS 

Vss, Vpp, Vdd, (Vsp+3Vsd)/4, Vpd
Same + b
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- Interesting (interdisciplinary) many-body  problem 
- Structureless bosons and fermions, same interaction
- Effects related to different statistics and different masses

Helium droplets

As compared with nuclei:
- Only central interaction
- Very correlated system (but a DFT works very well)

Shell model calculations:
- Stability threshold: 30 3He atoms
- 3He atoms in the open shells coupled to maximum spin
- 3He atoms in 3He-4He droplets: 1s2, 1p6, 1d10, 1f14, ...
- DMC results nicely interpreted in terms of monopolar 
Hamiltonian


